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Field of the Invention The present invention relates to marine bulk carriers and more particularly to an improved marine bulk

carrier having an integral cargo boom. 2. Brief Description of the Prior Art Marine bulk carriers are typically used to ship
products such as grain from a shore facility to a distant export facility, to ship fresh water from a shore facility to a shore

facility, to ship dry bulk sand from a shore facility to an offshore facility, or to ship other generally dry bulk products to a shore
facility. A typical marine bulk carrier comprises a top deck having a cargo boom extending laterally therefrom which is used to
load and unload dry bulk product such as, for example, dry sand, grain, cement or other generally dry bulk material. As dry bulk

products such as sand or grain are collected from a shore facility they are typically placed into one of two kinds of vehicles,
either a horse-drawn vehicle or a motorized vehicle. Typically, a horse-drawn vehicle is used to collect the dry bulk product and
dump the dry bulk product into the cargo boom of the bulk carrier. An example of such a device is the "truck", which is pulled

by a horse to the site of the bulk carrier and the bulk product is dumped into the cargo boom through the use of winch and cable
means. Other examples of such devices include a hand drawn vehicle, a hand drawn cart having a boom extending from a
rearward end thereof, a tractor pulled cart having a cargo boom extending therefrom, or a slat cart having a cargo boom
extending from an opening in a front portion thereof. While these particular kinds of vehicles work well, the use of such

vehicles is costly and inefficient. In one embodiment, if a first individual uses a horse-drawn vehicle, and a second individual
uses a tractor pulled vehicle to collect the dry bulk product it can take 30-60 minutes to load the cargo boom of the bulk carrier
with the first individual and the second individual, because the cargo boom must be properly positioned over the vehicle before

the cargo boom can be loaded with dry bulk product. U.S. Pat. No. 4,573,979 to Bottge et al. (hereinafter Bottge) discloses a
self-loading barge 595f342e71
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